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A b s t r a c t 

Outer planet exploration has always been handicapped by a scarcity of power. The 
conversion of solar energy to electricity becomes rapidly ineffective further from the 
Sun. Solar intensity at Jupiter, the nearest of the outer planets, is only 4% of its 
value at Earth. For a mission to Jupiter any extra power will allow the use of in
struments which normally cannot be deployed in space because they need too much 
energy. Electrodynamic tethers could be used in some missions as an alternative to 
produce required levels of onboard energy. This paper describes the essential dy
namical issues arising in the placement of a permanent observatory located at one 
of the Jupiter inner moonlets (Adrastea, Metis, Amalthea, Thebe) and sustained 
by an electrodynamic tether working in the generator regime. The electrodynamic 
tether will be deorbiting the moonlet by using its gravitational attraction; in doing 
so it converts the mechanical energy of the moonlet into electrical energy that can 
be used onboard. The aim of the work is to analyze the dynamical problem posed 
by such a observatory —orbital and attitude dynamics— and also essential aspects 
related with its control. A feedback control law is deduced; it allows to control and 
stabilize the system when is operated at unstable equilibrium positions. 

INTRODUCTION 

SO M E of the most startling discoveries about our solar system have been made in the outer solar 
system. Jupiter predominates among our solar system's planets for many reasons. Just like the 

Sun, Jupiter has it own Jovian system. The study of Jupiter 's system has advanced our understanding 
of the broader solar system for nearly four centuries. Five NASA spacecraft flew past Jupiter in the 
past decades: Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2 and Galileo. 

However, outer planet exploration has always been handicapped by a scarcity of power. The tradi
tional means for powering long-duration space vehicles, solar energy converted to electricity, becomes 
rapidly ineffective as one travels further from the Sun. Solar intensity diminishes with the square of 
the distance from the Sun, so tha t at Jupiter, the nearest of the outer planets and five times more 
distant from the Sun than the Ear th , the solar intensity is only one twenty-fifth of its value at Ear th . 
As a consequence, energy is a scarce commodity in this kind of mission and the total energy which will 
be consumed by the spacecraft during the mission should be t ransported onboard. 

For an exploration mission to Jupiter any extra power will allow the use of instruments which 
normally cannot be deployed in space because they need too much energy to work. Such instruments 
would provide deeper knowledge of the Jovian world, the goal of any exploratory a t tempt , reinforcing 
in a significant way the scientific exploration goals of the mission. 

The traditional solution found for this problem is the use of Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators 
(RTGs); these devices are the most reliable option for long duration missions and they have been used 
as the source power in all the important missions to the outer planets. In any RTG, the heat released 
by the decay of a strongly radioactive element —usually Pu-238— is converted into electrical energy 
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by using thermocouples. The efficiency of this conversion process is low, ranging between 3% and 7%. 
Three characteristics should be noted for these devices: i) the energy produced is very expensive; at 
present, the estimated cost fluctuates from $40,000 to $400,000 per watt, ii) the potential risk is very 
high due to the management of very radiative substances and Hi) the mass grows quickly with the 
energy produced. Table 1 describe the mass of the RTG used in the Ulysses mission: 55.5 kg; this 
RTG was able to produce, at launch time, 290 W. The Galileo mission used two identical units with 
a total weight about 111 kg and provided 570 W at launch time. The mass (in kg) is approximated 
20% of the power (in watt). 

These are reasons why NASA's Jupiter Icy Moon Orbiter (JIMO) mission investigated the use of 
a nuclear-powered craft. Such a mission to the Jovian Galilean moons was initially planned for 2015. 
The spacecraft was to be propelled by a new kind of ion thruster (HiPEP), and powered by a small 
fission reactor. This mission was finally canceled in 2005. 

Electrodynamic tethers could be used as an interesting alternative to produce the required level 
of onboard energy; particularly bare tethers [1, 3]. As we show later on, in some missions an electro-
dynamic bare tether would provide much more energy than an RTG, enabling the utilization of more 
powerful instrumentation. 

When a system of mass m which is orbiting 
around a given planet descends from an initial 

Ah = cii — at^^ ^ ~ \ » . ^ orbit of radius Oj at t = t$ to a final orbit of 
radius a,f at t = tf the mechanical energy lost in 
the process is given by 

1 a. 
Ah = — m/z— 

2 a,; a f 

mfj, Ah 

2cif cii 

Figure 1: Deorbiting a satellite 

where /x is the gravitational constant of the 
planet. This is an approximate result obtained 
by assuming that the orbital system behaves as 
a point mass. 

Electrodynamic tethers can be used to deor-
bit satellites in different scenarios (see [4, 5, 6, 7]). 
This property is based on their capacity to pro
duce e lectrodynamic drag fe when they are 
operated in the generator regime. This drag fe 

brakes the spacecraft from which the tether has 
been deployed and provides the decay of the or
bit. 

When using an electrodynamic tether the mechanical energy lost in the descent process is dissipated 
through different mechanisms (see [8]). Roughly speaking, one part (El) is spent bringing electrons 
from infinity to the tether. More energy (E2) is dissipated in the cathodic contactor of the tether. The 
ohmic losses in the conductive wire are another contribution (E3). Finally, a part (E4) is dissipated 
in any interposed load ZT placed at the cathodic end of the tether. 

This last contribution (E4) is, in fact, the useful energy, i.e., the energy that can be used onboard 
to perform some task (charging batteries, moving electrical engines or feeding some electronic circuit). 

Mission 

Pionner 10 

Voyager 1 y 2 

Ulysses 

Galileo 

Thermal W 

2250 

7200 

4400 

8800 

Electrical W 

150 

470 

290 

570 

Mass (kg) 

?? 

117 

55.5 
111 

Table 1: Power and mass of the RTG's in past missions 



Depending on the tether configuration, this contribution could reach 40% of the total energy (AE) 
lost in the deorbiting process; values around 20% would be considered quite reasonable. This property 
allows one to consider electrodynamic tethers as power sources, able to supply the whole system. In 
fact, they work as converters of mechanical energy into electrical energy. 

This paper describes the essential dynamical issues arising in the placement of a permanent Jupiter 
observatory located at one of its inner moonlets (Adrastea, Metis, Amalthea or Thebe) and sustained 
by an electrodynamic tether working in the generator regime. 

The essential idea of this work is to deorbit one of the Jupiter moonlets; therefore, its orbital radius 
will decrease as time goes on. Assume, for a moment, that the tether is joined to the moonlet with 
a cable; when the tether is switched on, the electrodynamic drag will be transmitted to the moonlet 
through the tension of the cable and the deorbiting process will start. The moonlet will be deorbited. 

There are two aspects of the process 
which should be underlined. First of all, 
the masses of the moonlets are larger than 
1016 kg. The mass of Amalthea, for exam
ple, is m = 2.09 x 1018 kg and its orbital ra
dius is af = 181, 300 km. If this distance de
creases 1 mm (Ah = 1 mm) a large amount 
of energy is obtained 

A £ K 4 X 1015J « 1.1 x 109 Kwh 

Thus, the available energy is unbounded 
from a practical point of view. 

Second, the cable joining the S/C and 
the moonlet is not necessary; in effect, we 
can remove the cable if we place the S/C 
close enough to the moonlet. In such a case, Figure 2: Deorbiting a Jupiter moonlet 
the gravity force due to the moonlet substi
tutes for the cable tension and the deorbit
ing process take place in the same way. The deorbiting process will last if we place the probe in an 
equilibrium position relative to the system Jupiter-moonlet. Adjusting the tether length, diameter 
and material it is possible to supply a permanent observatory in Jupiter's neighborhood. The aim of 
this work is to analyze the dynamical problem posed by such a observatory and also the main aspects 
related to the orbital and attitude dynamics of such a Jupiter station. 

Without a doubt, one of the greatest challenges facing such a mission is the extreme Jupiter 
radiation environment. This is a serious constraint that can be considered as a significant challenge 
for current or near-term developing technologies. Another problem is the uncertainty associated with 
the electronic plasma density in the neighborhoods of Jupiter; this is one of the important parameters 
in any mission using electrodynamic tethers, because the tether current strongly depends on this 
parameter. In the following we will not focus on these challenges, however. 

The motion of the system center of mass GT is coupled with the attitude motion of the tether. To 
describe the attitude dynamics of the tether we use a dumbbell model. 

We will follow closely the dynamical approach carried out in [9], correcting some typing errors and 
improving the formulation with the introduction of the Hill approach. 

JUPITER ENVIRONMENT 

We take two frames linked with Jupiter (see figure 3): i) Jx3.y3.z3, is the Jupiter System III (1965) 
reference frame and ii) Jx\y\z\ is a reference frame with origin in Jupiter and axis parallels to the 
inertial frame. We select the axis Jx\ as follows: the line defined by the radius vector of the moonlet 
when its center of mass crosses the axis JX3. Note that this selection determines the inertial frame 
Gx\y\Z\ completely. 

http://Jx3.y3.z3


The origin of time, t = 0, is selected as the 
moment in which the moonlet just crosses 
the axis Jx%. This way the angles [0.1,0.2) 
described in figure 3 are given by 

0\ = LOjt, O.2 = <Jjt = T ( 1 ) 

where wj K, 1.758518138 • KT 4 rad/s is the 
sidereal angular velocity of Jupiter. The 
synodic frame Axyz, with origin at the Jov
ian moonlet, is rotating with the angular ve-

_ /Gfmi+mj ) locity UJ = y ——jr— (see figure 6). 
Magnetic field: in the neighborhoods 

of Jupiter the magnetic field which is clearly 
dipolar can be modeled as 

B{r)=ii, Rj ( -> •3(u„ 

where /xm = 4.27 • 10 4 Teslas is the inten
sity of the dipole, Rj = 71,492 km is the 
equatorial radius of Jupiter and -um is a F i g u r e 3. Reference frames and axis of the magnetic di-
unit vector in the direction of the dipole. Dole 

Let [0.0 = 201.7°, (3 = 9.6°) the spherical coordinates of the unit vector — um in the frame Jx^y^z^. 
The coordinates of the unit vector um in the inertial frame Jx\y\z\ are 

um = — sin [3 COS[UJ j t + OQ) i\ + cos(3 j 1 — sin/3sin(a;j£ + «o) k\ 

The relation between the frames Axyz and Jx\y\z\ is given by 

(coswt, 0, — sinwt^ 
0, 1, 0 

sin ujt, 0, cos ujt 
Therefore, in the frame Axyz attached to the moonlet the coordinates of Uyyi a r e 

um = — sin/3cos[a;r t — «o] i + cos [3 j + sin (3sin[u>r t — «o] k 

where ujr = LU — LUJ is the angular velocity of the frame Axyz relative to Jx^y^z^. In accordance with 
the Hill approximation which we introduce later on, the magnetic field in the moonlet orbit is 

B = Bo{2 sin/3cos[wr t — O.Q\ i + cos(3j + sin(3sin[ivr t — «o] &}, BQ = /x. w <2» 
Note that the j—component, normal to the orbital plane of the moonlet, is constant; the in-plane 
component is varying periodically with the period Tr = 2ir/ujr. 

An important parameter associated with the electron collection of an electrodynamic tether is the 
component Em of the electric field along the tether. Taking into account the magnetic field (2) and 
assuming an equatorial circular orbit for the moonlet, this parameter is given by 

Em = u • [vr x B) =—Bovr{ cos ipcos 9cos f3 + 2sin f3sinipcos[u;rt — oo]} (3) 

Inner plasmasphere: according with Divine & Garret (see [17]) in the inner plasmasphere of 
T 

Jupiter (1 < —— < 3.8) the electronic plasma density is given by 
Rj 

n „ = 4.65 • 1 0 - 6 e x p { ^ - ( - = £ - - l)2(A - Ac)
2} m" 3 

r Ho 

The parameters involved are 

r0 = 7.68Rj, H0 = l.ORj, Ac = 0.123cos(Z - Z0) 

where Z and A are the longitude and latitude, in Jupiter System III (1965), respectively, and ZQ = 21°. 
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Figure 4: Electronic plasma density at the moonlet 

same angular velocity. There is an orbital radius rt 

velocity of the corotating plasma are equal: 

This model provides a quasi-constant value 
for n-oo at the orbits of the Jupiter moonlets, all 
of them lying in the equatorial plane of Jupiter. 
Figure 4 shows the variations of n^ with the 
longitude of the moonlet in the frame Jxsyszs, 
for the four satellites. The variation between 
the maxima and minima values of n^ is lower 
than 7% in all cases. This is an important fact 
tha t predicts a very smooth variation of the cur
rent collected in a bare tether without control. 

We use another feature of the model of Di
vine & Garret: the most common ions in the 
region are: sulfur S+ (about 70 %) and oxygen 
0 + + (about 20 %) . 

Addi t iona l detai l s : Jupiter is rotat ing 
with a sideral period of about 9.925 hours. The 
Jupiter magnetosphere is corotating with the 

, for which the inertial orbital velocity and the 

= ( 
2TT ' 

160, 009 km = 2.2381?j 

An electrodynamic tether working in the generator regime and orbiting around Jupiter has a velocity 
relative to the ambient plasma given by vr = v0 — vp, where v0 is the orbital velocity and vp the 
velocity of the ambient plasma. If the orbital radius r0 is lower than res the orbital and relative 
velocities have the same sense and the electrodynamic drag is actually electrodynamic drag. This is 
the case for Metis and Adrastea because their orbits are inside the equatorial circle of radius res. 

If the orbital radius r0 is greater than res the orbital and relative 
velocities have opposite sense and the electrodynamic drag is actually 
electrodynamic thrust. This is the case for Amalthea and Thebe. The or
bital radius of Amalthea, for example, is T-Q « 181, 300 km = 2.5361? j > 
res. In the neighborhoods of Amalthea we have 

m 2 

v0 « 26, 434.8 k m / s 

t L « 31, 881.9 fc m / s 
-5, 447.1 k m / s 

As a consequence, if this electrodynamic thrust must be compensated 
with the gravitational at tract ion from Amalthea the tether should be 
placed in front of the moonlet and not behind of it. 

>dh 

<> G 7 

MODEL FOR THE 
FORCES 

ELECTRODYNAMIC 

The electrodynamic forces are distributed along the tether. In a 
dumbbell model they produce a resultant and a torque —the Lorentz 
torque— in the system center of 

The resultant is given by 

Ie(h) 

mi 

Figure 5: Electrodynamic 
forces on the tether 

Ie(h)dh(u x B) (4) 

where Ie(h) is the tether current profile. B is the Jupiter magnetic field; it will be considered constant 
along the tether and equal to its value at the position of the center of mass Ox- The torque about GT 



introduced by the electrodynamic forces is 

fL 

ME = u x (u x B)J\, where J\ = / {haT — h)Ie{h)dh (5) 
Jo 

The libration angles (9, <p) in the synodic frame (see Fig. 7) describe the tether at t i tude; therefore, 

taking into account the magnetic field in the orbit of the moonlet (2), the electrodynamic drag is 

f E = ImLBo< cos(3cos (pui + sin(3a > with Im = — \ Ie(h)dh 

where u\ is the unit vector given by (18), and the vector a is 

a = — sin if sin[a;r t — «o] i + cos <p< 2 sin 9 cos[ujr t — «o] — cos 9 sin[a;r t — «o] f j + 2 sin y> cos[a;r t — «o] k 

The Lorentz torque about OT takes the form 

ME = J\Bo{ cos(3costp(u x u\) + sin(3(u x a ) } 

Simplif ied m o d e l : we anticipate tha t the librations angles {9, <p) vanish at the equilibrium po
sitions around which the tether will be operated. Moreover, the parameter (3 = 9.6° is small; in the 
electrodynamic drag and Lorentz torque, the terms multiplied by sin/3 have a small influence: i) they 
are small due to sin/3 and, ii) on the average, they vanish. As a consequence, we assume an aligned 
dipole model for the Jupiter magnetic field (/3 = 0°): B = BQ j . This way we have: 
E L E C T R O D Y N A M I C D R A G : under these assumptions, the resultant fE = ImLBo cos <pu\ of the 
electrodynamic forces acting onto the S/C take the following nondimensional form 

k f E = xcosc^j— sin6>i + cos#fe}, 
ImBoL 

X = 
rniuP-i 

(6) 

In (6), L is the tether length, Bo the magnetic field in the center of mass of the S/C and Im is the 
averaged tether current (it can be obtained following the theories developed in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]). 
The nondimensional parameter x provides a measure of the magnitude of the electrodynamic forces 
and it will be assumed of order unity: x = C( i ) -
L O R E N T Z T O R Q U E : the torque about GT introduced by the electrodynamic forces takes the form 

ME = J\BQcos<f(u x u\) (7) 

The components of this torque involved in the governing equations are: 

ME • J = - Ji-Bo cos2 y>, ME • « i = 0 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The motion of the system center of mass GT is described by a C R T B P perturbed with the electro
dynamic forces. Following [9] the equations which govern this motion are: 

x 1 ~l~ x 
x - 2z = I - v + x - v— - (1 - v)—o h kfex (8) 

z + 2x = z - v A ; - { l - v ) ^ + kfez (9) 

V =-v^-(l-v)^+kfey (10) 
Q Qi 

and they are exact, within the limits of validity of the model. 

Hill formulation 

The parameter v involved in equations (8-10) is the reduced mass of the Jovian moonlet; it is very 
small: for Amalthea i / f » l . l x 10~9 and for the other moonlets it takes lower values. 



The Hill formulation permits one to remove 
this parameter of the equations, retaining simul
taneously the essential features of the dynamics. 
It is possible to arrive at the Hill formulation by 
performing the following change of variables 

Q = v^ p = v^ (£, ri, C) 

in the governing equation and then taking the 
limit v —> 0. The resulting equations are: 

£ - 2C « 3£ i kfe. 

c+2e 

-v-

kfe 

kfe., 

where the distance p = \J£2 + r/'2 + C2 and 
Figure 6: Reference frame the parameter k is given by k = \/(mluJ2v $). 

Equations (11-13) have been obtained in a limit 
process neglecting terms of order 0(y~) when compared with unity. For Amalthea z/s « 1.0 • 10~3, 
therefore the Hill formulation involve errors less than 0.1%. For the other moonlets this approximation 
is even better. In that following we take the coordinates (£, rj, () of the system center of mass as 
generalized coordinates. 

Attitude dynamics 
Let Oxxiyizi be a movable frame with origin at GT, the center of mass of the tethered system, 

and whose axes remain parallel to the corresponding axes of the inertial frame Gxiyizi. The motion 
relative to the frame Gxxiyizi is governed by the angular momentum equation 

-(HGT)= MGl M} (14) 

where HQT = \QT O U>T is the angular momentum of the tethered system ( I G T is the central inertia 
tensor and uj- is the angular velocity of the tether relative to the frame Gxiyizi). On the right hand 
side of (14), we find the gravitational torque MQT produced by the primaries and the Lorentz torque 
ME produced by the electrodynamic forces. The attitude dynamics of the tether in the synodic frame 
is also governed by equation (14). We use the dumbbell model to simplify the analysis of the problem. 

The evolution of the tether is described by the 
libration angles (6,<p) (Fig. 7); the unit vector u is: u 

u = cosc^cos^i — s i n y j + cosc^sin^fe (15) 

The vectorial equation (14) provides three scalar 
equations when projected on three linearly indepen
dent vectors; only two of them are independent and 
they govern the evolution of the libration angles: 

j • [u x u } = — j • (MGl 

Ui • [u X U ] = — Ui • ( MQT 

Is 

where u\ is the unit vector 

u\ = — sin 9 i + cos 9 k 

ME) 

+- ME) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) Figure 7: Tether attitude 



Gravitational torque: in the limit v —> 0 associated with the Hill approximation the total 
gravitational torque is 

MGT « 3 / S U ; 2 { ( W X I)(U- 2) + —(ux p)(u- p)} (19) 

and depends on the tether attitude and position of the system center of 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The Hill equations govern the motion of the system center of mass GT, described by the coordinates 
(£; V> C), a n ( i the attitude equations (16-17) govern the time evolution of the libration angles (6, <p) of 
the tether. As a consequence, the governing equations take the form 

£ - 2 C « 3 £ - - ! - X C O s ¥ > s i n 0 (20) 
P 

C + 2 e « - 4 + X C o s ^ c o s f l (21) 

r ? « - » 7 - 4 (22) 
O T D 

6> — 2(1 + #)^tan^> + 3sin6>cos6> = r(£sin6> - Ccos6>)(£cos6> - ?ytan^ + Csin6>) + - ^ (23) 

1 3 
v3+[(l + 6»)2+3cos26»]-sin2^= -—— sin2^(£cos6>-?7tan^ + Csin6>)(£cos6> + ?7Coty> + Csin0) (24) 

and they must be integrated starting from the appropriate initial conditions: 

at T = 0 : i = £0, V = Vo, C = Co, # = 0O, ^ = ^o (25) 

£ = £o, i) = Vo, C = Co, 0 = Oo, ¥> = ¥>o 

It should be noted that the parameter v does not appear in the equations (except in the definition 
of x, see eq. (6)). 

EQUILIBRIUM POSITIONS 

When looking for equilibrium positions, the equation (22) becomes 

77e(l + i ) = 0 => Ve=0 
pi 

Therefore, the equilibrium positions are in the orbital plane of the Jovian moonlet. Equation 

(24) becomes: 

3 

7e 
i2^ e {l + 3cos26»e + — (£ecos<9e + Cesin6y2} = 0 => <pe = 0 

therefore, the tether is parallel to the orbital plane of the moonlet (ipe = 0). The other solution 
(ipe = 7r/2) is not interesting since the electrodynamic drag vanishes (see eq. (6)). There are no other 
roots of this equation because the term enclosed by braces never vanishes. 

We require that the tether is self-balanced; as a consequence J\ = 0. Equations (20-21) can be 
reduced to 

„3 

^ = X - T T - T s i n ^ (26) 3 p | - l 

Ce = x-pl COSe e (27) 



Introducing these values in equation (23) yields 

sin 9e cos 9e { - 9X
2pl COS2 9e + 9p6

e + ZX
2 p\ - 6Pe + 1} 

This equation has three roots: 
R O O T 1: 

£ e = 0 , 

R O O T 2: 

Ce = Ci(x), 

Ve 

Ve " 

= o, 

= 0, 

Ce = 
A / X ' 

= fe = 0 

Ce = 0, 
7T 

2 ' 
^ e = 0 

where £i (x) is a root of the equation 

Ce(|Ce •Xl£ef = 0 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Figure 8: Relation x2 = X2(Pe) given by (34) 

There are two solutions of (31), and therefore 
R O O T 2 is two-folded. However, this root is not 
interesting because the at t i tude of the tether is 
not correct. In effect, in this case the component 
of electric field which permits the capture of the 
electrons by the tether vanishes: 

Em = u • (VGT x B) = k- (VGT k x B0 j) = 0 

and the tether has no current. 
R O O T 3: this root can be obtained finding 

the zeroes of factor in braces in Eq. (28). In 
such a case we obtain for 6e and the coordinates 
(Ce, Ce) the values 

sin#e ± 
3pi 1 (3p| 

3pe 9pl 

±\X 
pi 

3(3p| 
1 

9pZ 

COs0e 

Ce 

1 + ± (3pl 
3P; 9pl 

v 2 PJ , ( 3p l~ 
X ' 3 + 9pe 

(32) 

(33) 

From the identity p2 — £2 — (2 = 0, and taking into account the values of (£e, £e) given in (33), we get 
an equation tha t links the value of x with the value of p e at the equilibrium position 

( 5 - 3 p 3 ) ( 3 p 3 - l ) 
3 x ^ + ( 3 ^ - l ) ( 3 ^ - 5 ) = 0 , => x = 

Thus, the equilibrium position exist in the interval p e £ [ ( j ) 3 R 

X increases from 0, when p e = ( i ) 3 , until reach a maximum value: 

0 . 6 9 3 , ( | ) ^ 

(34) 

1.1006]. Moreover, 

= ( ^ ) f « 1.310371 at p e _ = ( - 2 ^ 0.873580 
K2' ma* v 3 7 

- A -

Then, x decreases until it reaches x = ( f ) 3 when p e = ( | ) 3 (see figure 8). Note tha t in the interval 

p e £ [ ( I ) 3 , ( | ) 3 ] relation (34) provides values for x but these values do not correspond to equilibrium 
positions because there is no solution of the problem in the angle 9. In effect, when the relation 
X2 = X2(Pe) given by (34) is introduced in (32-33) we obtain the following values for the angle 0e and 
the coordinates (£e, £e) 

sin( = ±* 
' ( 4 - 3 p i ) ( 3 p i - l ) 

COS tip = 
3p l (5 -3p l ) 

Ce = 
/4(3pf 

9p e 

(35) 

(36) 



Figure 9: Equilibrium positions in the plane (£e, £e 

Pe 

Figure 10: Angle 6e (degrees) in the equilibrium posi
tions corresponding to ROOT 3 

Relations (34-36) provide a parametric rep
resentation of these equilibrium positions in 

terms of pe G [ ( ^ ) 3 , ( f ) 3 ] - The position of 
the system center of mass is plotted in figure 
9 in the plane (£e, £e). The corresponding an
gle 0e is plotted in figure 10 versus pe. When 
X = 0 the equilibrium position is in one of the 
Lagrangian points L\ or Li and the 6e angle is 
zero; for increasing values of x the equilibrium 
position approach the Az axis and the 6e an
gle also increases. The maximum value of the 
0e angle is 9emax = arcsin(3/5) « 36.87° and 

it is reached for pe = ( | ) 3 , a little later than 
X reaches its maximum value Then, x 
decrease until it reaches the value x = ( f ) 3 

and the equilibrium position reaches a point 
of the Az axis with 0e = 0. 

Figure 9 also shows the equilibrium po
sitions corresponding to ROOT 1, given by 
eq. (29) and for which the 0e angle is always 
zero. This group of equilibrium position will 
be called the main set, they are the most ap
propriate ones to place the S/C in. Note tha t 
the intersection of the two families of equilib

rium positions takes place at: p, 

(!)f,£e=0,Ce= ( t ) V e = 0. 
= 0 ,x = 

Previous results (comparison) 

The equilibrium positions found in this 
section have been obtained with more accu
racy in [9] for the particular case of Amalthea. 
In tha t paper the Hill approach was not used 
and the equilibrium position were numerically 
obtained with no approximations. 

Figure 11 shows, in the plane (£e, £e), the 
equilibrium positions detected in both cases. 
The solutions obtained using the Hill approx
imation are valid for all the moonlets because 
they do not depend on v\ the results of paper 
[9] are only valid for Amalthea. To plot this 
figure the results of [9] have been appropri
ately scaled down. The agreement is excellent 
and the small differences are due to the terms 
of order 0{y~s) neglected in the Hill formu
lation. Similar plots can be deduced for the 
other moonlets. 

Figure 11: Comparison with the results of [9] 



LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
To study the linear stability of an equilibrium position we introduce the variations: 

£(T) = £e + C 1](T) =r/e+ SV, C M = Ce + <*C, + J0, y>(r) = (pe + Sip 

The variational equations of the system can be written in matrix form as follows 

dy 

dr ~ 
= My M(x) = 

( °-
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

- f e l l , 

- fc 2 l , 
- fc 3 l , 
- fc 4 l , 

V-fei, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

-fcl2, 
- f c 2 2 , 
- f c 3 2 , 
- f c 4 2 , 
- f c 5 2 , 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

- fc l3 , 
- fc 23, 
-fc 33, 
- f c 4 3 , 
- f c 5 3 , 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

-fci4, 
- f c 2 4 , 
- f c 3 4 , 
- f c 4 4 , 
-k54, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

-fclB, 
- f c 2 B , 
- f c 3 5 , 
-fc45, 
-k55, 

1, 

0, 
0, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

- 2 , 

0, 

o, 

0, 
1, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

o, 
o, 
1, 

o, 
o, 
2, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
1, 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

— sin 2 ^ , 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

2 tanc^ 
0 

The coefficients kn,..., k^ involved in the 10 x 10 square matrix M are functions of the of the 
equilibrium solution (£e, r)e, Ce, 6e, ipe) obtained in the previous section; as a consequence, they are 
functions of \- The eigenvalues of M provide the stability properties of the equilibrium positions. In 
general there are five pairs of conjugate complex numbers which are functions of x; in some cases some 
eigenvalues could take real values. 

Main set: the main set of equilibrium positions is 

We(A) 

3m(A) 

Figure 12: Real part (upper) and imaginary part 
(lower) of the eigenvalues Ai^, A3j4, and X^^ vs. 
the non-dimensional tether current x 
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this case the coefficients 

/ x 3 / 2 -
o, 

1C= 0, 
3x2 

0, 

given by solution (29). In 
k[ij] are given by 

o, 
Y 3 - 7 2 , 

0, 
o, 
o, 

o, 
o, 

- 2 x 3 / 2 , 
o, 
o, 

3 -

X, 
o, 
o, 

- 3 X 3 - 7 2 , 

o, 

o\ 
0 
0 
0 
4 / V 

The secular equation of the matrix M is 

(A2+4)(A2+l+x3 /2)(A6+p(x)A4
+( /(x)A2+r(x)) = 0 

where the polynomials p(x), l(x) a n d r(x) a r e 

P(X) = " 4 ( X 3 / 2 - 1) 

</(x)=3 + 4x3 

r(x) = - 6x 3 / 2 (4x 3 / 2 " 3) 

The eigenvalues1 A = ±2« are associated with 
equation (24) that takes the form 

Sip + A5<p = 0 

and therefore the out-of-plane oscillation of the 
tether is completely decoupled from the other de
gree of freedom and does not introduce instability 
in the system. The eigenvalues A = ± \ / l + x3^2 * 
are associated with equation (22) that takes the 
form 

< ^ + ( i + x3/2)<fy = o 

-'̂ Here i represent the imaginary unit 



Ie(h) 

and therefore the motion of the center of mass GT has an oscillation normal to the orbital plane of 
the moonlet which is completely decoupled from the other degree of freedom and does not introduce 
instability in the system. 

This fact confirm, «a posteriori}}, the analysis of [9] where the degrees of freedom associated with 
the coordinates (?y, ip) were not considered. Thus, the possible sources of instability should be found 
in the degrees of freedom associated with the coordinates (£, £, 9). 

The eigenvalues associated with these de
grees of freedom are given by the roots of the 
cubic equation 

u3 + p{X)u2 + q(X)u + r(X)=0 (37) 

One of these roots is always real and we call 
it MI. The eigenvalues are 

Al,2 = ±y/u\ 

A3j4 = ±y/u2 

A5 6 = ±Jui 

Ve(h) For small values of x i n the interval 
[0, 0.1153] the three roots («i , «2, us) are nega
tive and all the eigenvalues are pure imaginary 
numbers: t h e s y s t e m is s table . When cross
ing the value x ~ 0.1153 two eigenvalues lose 
stability and the system becomes unstable. In 
effect, at the interval x G~ [0.1153,0.825] the 
root MI is negative and the roots (u>2,us) are 
complex conjugate numbers: there are two 
pure imaginary eigenvalues and two pairs of 
conjugate complex numbers, two with posi
tive real par t . When crossing the value x = 
( | J 3 « 0.825 another eigenvalue loses stabil
ity and the system becomes more unstable; at the interval x G~ [0.825,6.75] the root u\ is positive 
and («2, us) are complex conjugate numbers: there are two real eigenvalues and two pairs of conjugate 
complex numbers. Finally, if x > 6.75 the three roots («i , 1(2,1*3) are positive, all the eigenvalues are 
real and three of them are positive. Figure 12 show the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues as 
functions of x-

EmL 

Figure 13: Tether current and potential profiles 

THE BARE TETHER 
We will use a bare tether because is more effective collecting electrons than the classical configu

ration with a conductive balloon at the anodic end. To describe the electrodynaniic performances of 
the bare tethers, we will follow closely the analysis of [2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, to increase the 
readability of the paper we include here a short summary. If the diameter of the tether is smaller than 
the Debye length the electron collection takes place in the Orbital Motion Limited regime (OML). 

To integrate the equations governing the electron collection the following n o n - d i m e n s i o n a l vari
able will be introduced: 

? = —e[o,4] £t = 
L 

ifie = §/{EmL*), 

±J* — 
{rneE„ a /3 

e2 7 /3 

ISc = vEmAt 

-(3TT 
aht. 2/3 (38) 

(39) 

Here, the dependent variables are the tether current profile, Ie(h), and the potential drop between 
tether and plasma, $ = Vt — Vp. The other parameters are: a electrical conductivity, e electron charge, 



p perimeter of the tether cross-section, At tether cross-section of the conductive part , m e mass of the 
electron, m; mass of the ions, /x = •s/me/mi, Em the induced electric field and n^ the ambient plasma 
density. Note that , the external fields provide the free parameters Em and n^ which are the most 
important drivers of the electron collection process. L* is a characteristic length typical of the bare 
tethers, Isc is the short circuit current and ht = 2At/p is a characteristic transversal length (for a 
cylindrical tether coincides with the radius of the wire). 

The governing equations and the boundary conditions are 

? = 0 : ie = 0 (43) 

S = SB • fe = 0, ie = IB (44) 

S = it • ie = ic (45) 

where <;% = LB/L* is the non-dimensional length of the anodic segment. The potential drop AVBC 
can be writ ten as 

&VBC /"*.. , . , . , . ['*,, , ckpe 

(S<SB) 

(S>SB) 

die _ 
d<; 

die _ 
d<; 

dlfie 

3 ,_ 

3 /i—1 

1 

(40) 

(41) 

d<; 
(42) 

^m, x^* 
lr{s)<k = J (1 + —j-)(k = t-t - SB + <PC 

'SB JSB 

and the tether circuit equation takes the following non-dimensional form 

(CI ic + Vcc)it + ipc=0 (46) 

where Vcc = Vcc/(EmL) is the non-dimensional form of potential drop Vcc at the cathodic contactor 
and £1 = ZT/RT is the non-dimensional form of the interposed load ZT (here, RT = L/(aAt) is the 
electrical resistance of the tether); this load is essential because it will permit the basic control of the 
system. Figure 13 is an sketch of the tether profiles in the ideal case in which Vcc = 0.. 

Thus, the determination of the tether current profile requires to solve the boundary value problem 
given by (40-46). The problem must be tackle numerically to obtain: 

The current profile: 

The potencial drop profile: 

The length of the anodic segment: 

The maximum tether current: 

The current at the cathodic end: 

*e(?) = ie(s;tt,tt,IJ>,Vcc) 

fe(s) = ¥>e(s; it, &>, M, Vcc) 

SB = SB(tt,tt,IJ*,Vcc) 

i-B = iB(tt,tt,IJ*,Vcc) 

ic = ic(tt,tt,ij>,Vcc) 

The details on the integration of the equations (40-46) can be found in Ref. [1]. 
At present, the more promising cathodic contactor are hollow-cathode devices. For them the 

potential drop Vcc takes values in the range 15-30 V, tha t is, very small compared with the voltage 
EmL which can be expected in a tether several kilometers long. Notice also that , the value of the 
parameter /x = \fm^Jrrii is small and it depends on the presence of the ions of the different species. In 
the neighborhoods of the Jovian moonlets, the most abundant ions found in the Jupiter magnetosphere 
are the atomic oxygen 0+ (about 20 %) and the atomic sulfur S+ (about 70 %); for them the parameter 
/x takes the values /x « 1/172, 1/242, respectively. As consequence, we will take /x = 1/227 and Vcc = 0 
in the analysis what follows. Th i s way, all t h e e lec tro d y n a m i c character is t ics of t h e t e t h e r 
b e c o m e funct ions of on ly two n o n - d i m e n s i o n a l parameters : t h e t e t h e r l e n g t h £t and t h e 
i n t e r p o s e d load £1. 

B a l a n c e condi t ion: Introducing the non-dimensional variables, the integral J\ defined in (5) and 
the parameter e = (JIBQ)/(ISUJ'2) which appears in (23) can be writ ten as 

J i 
oEmAtL\ 

it COS2 (j)-^)ie(s)(k, £ = £0 . / (47) 



where </> is the mass angle (see [14]) and 

12At EmB0 f f£t
 2 ? v ^ * (A*\ 

£0= . 2 ——— p-g - , / = / cos <£ - - «e ? — 48 
(3siir2</>- 2At) Pv LuA J0 £t H 

This way e has been split in two factors: eo and / . The factor eo depends on the tether material (a / pv), 
(pv is the material density), the mass distribution (through </> and At) and the ratio EmBo/'LuJ2 which 
depends on the external fields at the moonlet orbit and the tether length L. 

At any equilibrium position of the main set the libration angles vanish: (ip = 9 = 0°); as a 
consequence, the component Em of the electric field, as given by (3), does not change along the orbit 
of the moonlet, that is, eo is a constant parameter for a given moonlet. 

The parameter e depends on the ionospheric plasma density n^ through the parameter / = 
/(</>, ie(s)) which should be calculated numerically together with the current profile ie(<;). Taking 
into account the equations (40-42) the parameter / can be rewritten as 

; = cos2 ^ i ( ^ ) _ WtSi) ^ w h e r e Ui{e^ Q) = f£t . e ( ? ) d ? ) W ) Q) = f£t
 ? . e ( ? ) d ? 

*t H Jo JO 

The balance condition, which takes the simple form / = 0, leads to the following mass angle 

u2(et,Q) 
W =V^M^) ( ) 

assuring the Lorentz torque vanishes. For a fixed value of Q the balance condition only fulfils for 
particular values of the plasma density n-oo and the electric field Em. Along the moonlet orbit the 
values of n-oo and Em change with time and the balance condition would be broken. However, modifying 
appropriately the value of Q it is possible to keep the tether balanced, and this is the central idea for 
the control procedure. 

Therefore, / is a function / = f(<f>,£t,Cl) to be determined for the generator tether regime. The 
tether length £t (see (38)) depends on Em and it is proportional to nd ; since Em is constant in the 
equilibrium positions of the main set, the factor / changes only with n-oo. But along the orbit of any 
moonlet the variation of n-oo is small (lower than a 3.5%): as a consequence, the natural variation of / 
will be small. All in all, the most important variation of the Lorentz torque is due to the 
variation of the interposed load £1. 

Electro dynamic drag: the value of the parameter x defined in (6) gives the order of magnitude 
of the electrodynamic drag produced by the tether. This parameter can be expressed as follows 

ImB0L . , . „, , / L , a EmB0 „, . Ui(£t,Q) 
X= „ 9 i =Xog(lt ,f i) , where Xo = {——) At r—-, g(£t,Q,) = 

Useful power: the useful power that can be obtained from the tether is given by 

WU = I2
CZT = IIRT ni2

c 

Taking into account the definition (39) of the short circuit current this power can be expressed as 

Wu = Wu0Eu(£uQ), Wu0 = L*aElAu EU(£UQ) = £tQi2
c(£uQ) (50) 

It is more interesting to express the useful energy Wu as follows: 

mT pv 

•nihiZuty (5i) 

Here m j is the tether mass; obviously the parameter Wu/rriT must be maximized and this is 
equivalent to maximize the involved function ili^,(£t,ii) which should be obtained as a part of the 
solution of the boundary value problem (40-46). 



n 

Figure 14: Function Q C'V^t n) 

Figure 14 (left picture) shows the dependence on £t for constant values of Q: it is a monotonic increasing 
function of £t. Figure 14 (right picture) shows the dependence on Q for constant values of £t: the 
function reaches a clearly defined maximum for each value of £t. It should be noted that for small 
values of £t, that curve is very flat and outside of the maximum the ratio Wu/rriT remains almost 
unchanged. This fact makes easier to design the system because the values of £t which appear in the 
moon orbits are small. 

When we move along the line of maxima a new relation is established between the free parameters 
(tt,ny. 

£t *-H ^max ) 

Along this line: 1) the ratio Wu/rriT reaches an optimum value and 2) the electrodynamic properties 
of the tether become functions of only one parameter, Q, which will be taken as the control parameter 
in the design task. 

In the orbits of the Jupiter moonlets, the electronic plasma density n^ is not too high and the 
parameter £t is small because it is proportional to « n-oo ; as a consequence, to maximize the function 
£lic(£t,£l) requires: i) to reach the maximum possible value of £t and, ii) to tune the value of £1 in 
the neighborhoods of the maximum. Notice that in a given Jupiter orbit the ratio Wu/rriT has an 
optimum value, along the line of maxima, which is a function of only Q. 

TETHER DESIGN 

In order to design the tether we have to select: 1) the material, 2) the Jovian moonlet where the 
tether will operate and 3) the geometry of the tether. In this section we will try to provide answers 
for all these points. 

Tether material: from relation (51), the ratio Wu/rriT increases when the parameter pv/a de
creases. The selection of the material will be guided by the minimization of this last value. The more 
interesting is the Aluminum since the ratio pv/a = 0.72 • 10~4 reaches a minimum value for it; as a 
consequence, the tether will be built in Aluminum. 

Selection of the Jovian moonlet: the current collection in the tether is basically governed by 
the external fields: n^ and Em. High values of these parameters makes easy to operate the system 
because benefit the electron collection by the tether. We select Metis as the Jovian moonlet 
where the tether will be operated: n^ = 3.373 • 108 m 3, Em = 0.666 V / m . 

Tether geometry: a tape of thickness h and width dw. This rectangular section is more appro
priate than a circular one because the value of L* is lower for the same cross section and the electron 
collection will be benefitted. In effect, the parameter ht = 2At/p which appears in the definition of L* 



(see (38)) is in both cases 

ht = h 
1 + V/At 

h ( tape), ht = R (wire) 

The tape can be constructed with thickness as small as 0.1 mm; for a wire the radius R is of the order 
of mm. As a consequence, t a p e is b e t t e r t h a n wire. 
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Figure 15: Function L/k. Left picture shows the dependence on h for different values of Q. Right 
picture shows the dependence on Q for different values of h. Here h is the thickness in tenth of 
millimeter (h = 10 <(=> h = 1 mm) 

When we select conditions corresponding to the maximum of the ratio WU/MT the non-dimensional 
tether length £t is a function of £1. As a consequence, the actual tether length turns out to be 

L = L*-tt (CI) « kh2/3£t (CI), 
(meE„ 

:27 /3 

V3 alO-
(STY 

^2/3 (52) 

where k is constant for each Jupiter moonlet involving B m ^ o o , ' 7 ! • • • Figure 15 (left picture) shows 
the function L/k versus the tether thickness; the right picture shows the dependence on Q for different 
values of h. It is clear from this figure than we must select the value of h as small as possible. At 
present , it is poss ib l e to m a k e t a p e s as t h i n as h = 0.1 m m . A s a c o n s e q u e n c e th i s wil l b e 
t h e th ickness of our t a p e . P e r h a p s in t h e near future can b e c o n s t r u c t e d th inner t a p e s . 

Se l ec t ion of t h e useful energy: the 
useful energy Wu produced by the tether de
pends on the whole set of geometric dimen
sions: length, thickness and width. To fix 
ideas, we will assume tha t the sought for use
ful energy is fixed in 500 W (Wu = 500 W); 
relation (52) provides the value of the tether 
length L function of only one parame

ter Q (we are working on the line of maxima 
of the ratio WU/I71T). The tether width as 
a function of the control parameter Q can 
be obtained from the tether mass TUT given 
by (51). In summary, the tether length L, 
width dw and mass TUT can be described as 
functions of the control parameter Q (obvi
ously, after solving the boundary value prob
lem (40-46)). Figure 16 shows the results of 
these calculations (for Wu = 500 W) . The 
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Figure 16: O P T I M A C O N D I T I O N S A T M E T I S {h 
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(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

700 
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L = 1 5 . 

km 

km 

dw = 86.57 mm, mT = 98.74 kg 
..dw.. = .13,32 .mm, m:r. =..53,.95..kg. 
dw = 06.52 mm, mT = 35.21 kg 

..dw.. = .15,00.mm, m:r. =..6.0,75 ..kg. 

plot contains the tether length L (in km), 
the tether width dw (in mm), the tether mass TUT (in kg) divided by 10 and the tether current at the 
cathodic end IQ (in A) multiplied by 100. 

Different des ign: first of all, figure 16 shows the existence of many different designs: there is a 
wide range of r easonable nomina l values which provide the desired useful energy. The selection of 
one of these design should be made taking into account other factors not yet considered in the analysis. 
For example, the batteries charging process. In what follows we select four different design in order to 
show the great potential of the scheme proposed in these pages. The design considered are shown on 
the figure 16. They are: 

For these possible design, the evolution of 
the useful power provided by the tether 
when the parameter Q changes is given in 
figure 17. The value of £1 will be used to 
modify the tether current and to get con
trol on the system keeping the probe as 
close as possible to the nominal values se
lected in the design phase. 

For the three first designs, the max
imum useful power is obtained in the 
point of nominal operation (where Wu = 
500 W) . The main difference is found in 
the different sensitivity shown for each one 
of the design to the variation of £1. The less 
sensitive is the design (53), for which large 
excursions of £} from its nominal value does 
not modify substantially the useful energy 
provided by the tether. The more sensitive 
is the design (55), for which the excursions 
in £} should be much smaller. Figure also 
depicts the tether current at the cathodic 
end (in mA) collected by each one of the 
designs. 

The fourth design (56) is a slightly 
modification of the design (54): the tether width has been increased from 13.32 mm to 15 mm. The 
tether mass m-r increases about 12.6% and the useful power 13.5% (Wu = 567.7 W) . In a wide range 
of values of £1 the useful power is larger than the desired 500 W. 

This is due to the sensitivity of the useful power with the geometric dimensions of the tether: 
width, dw and length L. However, to increase the length L is more effective than to increase the width 
dw. If, for example, we double the length of the design (56) (L = 30 km) we double the tether mass 
which pass to be 121.5 kg; surpris ingly, t h e useful p o w e r is mul t ip l i ed , approx imate ly , by 5.6 
pass ing from 567.7 t o 3179.8 W . 

Opt imiza t ion : To understand more deeply the optimization process we constructed figure 18 
which corresponde to a tape operated in Metis and about 0.1 mm thick. 

In the abscissa-axis figure shows the tether mass m j (in kg); in the ordinate-axis figure shows the 
useful energy provided by the tether (in kilowatts); in both axes we use a logarithmic scale. On the 
figure two families of curves have been drawn: the green lines show the variation of the useful power 
Wu with the tether mass TUT when the tether length L is fixed; along these lines the only parameter 
which changes is the tether width dw. The red lines show the variation of the useful power Wu with the 
tether mass TUT when the tether width dw is fixed; along these lines the only parameter which changes 
is the tether length L. For the red lines, the slope is larger than for the green lines, this explains why 
the useful energy is more sensitive to the variations of the tether length L than to the variations of 
the tether width dw. Obviously, changing the tether length and width simultaneously is possible to 
increase Wu keeping the tether mass m ^ constant. 
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Figure 17: B E H A V I O R I N O P E R A T I O N 
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Figure 18: D I F F E R E N T OPTIMIZED CONFIGURATIONS IN M E T I S (h = 0.1 M M ) 
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Figure 19: ZOOM OF THE PREVIOUS FIGURE FOCUSED ON THE MORE INTERESTING REGION 

Some important conclusions can be drawn from this figure. First of all, the electrodynamic tether 
provides much more energy than the RTG, for the same mass (around one order of magnitude more). 
For example, it is possible to obtain 500 w of useful power with a tether 17 km long and 10 mm width 
which weights 45.22 kg. The same level of energy produced by RTG's require much more mass: 111 kg 
in the case of the Galileo spacecraft. But there is a range of values of the useful energy that cannot 
be reached with RTG's because of the prohibitive mass required and, however, it can be reached with 
an electrodynamic tether. For example, a tether 30 km long and 9.5 mm width which weights 76 kg 
is able to produce 2000 w. To obtain this amount of energy with RTG's the mass required would be, 
probably, about hundreds of kg. Finally, we underline that with tether masses about 200 kg is possible 
to reach useful powers about 10 kw. 



CONTROL ANALYSIS 
Let us assume tha t a set of nominal conditions have been selected for the tethered system. In 

such a case, x has been fixed at a nominal value, x = Xnom, and the tether is forced to work in the 
neighborhood of the corresponding equilibrium position (£e, ?ye, £e, 9e, <pe). The nominal value for the 
Lorentz torque is enom = 0 because the tether is self-balanced. The analysis is focused on the three 
coordinates (£, £, 9) which exhibit unstable behavior. The following question arises: is it p o s s i b l e t o 
in troduce a rel iable control law for t h e t e t h e r current w h i c h p e r m i t s o n e t o control and 
stabi l ize t h e s y s t e m ? 

Let us assume tha t the current is close to its nominal value. The parameters x and e will be then 

X = Xn $X, Se 

where ($x, Se) represent the deviations, in non-dimensional terms, of the electrodynamic drag and the 
Lorentz torque, respectively, from their nominal values. Thus, success in this task implies tha t we are 
able to find appropriate functions ($x, Se) in such a way tha t the instability will be canceled. From a 
practical point of view, we can gain control on the system by means of a variable resistance ZT —a 
potentiometer— placed at the cathodic end of the tether; thus, the variation of Q provides the desired 
variation of the current. 

The variations tha t we are managing are obviously due to the variation of Q; as a consequence 

x d* xn d9 
% oil 

SQ, 
de 

Se=dn 
df 

SQ = e°^o" 
nom 0\L 

SQ 

because the parameters (xo,£o) do not depend on Q. The variational equations take the form 

^-2^+bnSZ + b12SC + b13t 
drA (IT 

d2S( , ndS£ 
Z ^ + b216£ + b226( + b23t 

dr 
d2S6 

~dr^ 

N O M I N A L VALUES 

Jovian moonlet 

Tether length L 

Thickness h 

Width dw 

Cross Section At 

Tether mass TUT 

Useful energy Wu 

Tether resistance RT 

Interposed load Z ^ 

Interposed load On o m 

Cathodic Current IQ 

4>* 
Xe Xnom 

Ce = l/^JX^ 
Distance ze 

D 1 

Metis 

15 km 

0.1 mm 

15 mm 

1.5 mm2 

61 kg 

568 w 

267 Oh 

28025 Oh 

105 

0.14 A 

39.03° 

0.0404 

4.9730 

246 km 

D 2 

Metis 

41 km 

0.1 mm 

9 mm 

0.9 mm2 

100 kg 

4146 w 

1216 Oh 

28422 Oh 

23.4 

0.38 A 

39.06° 

0.297 

1.834 

91 km 

+ b315£ + b325( + b335e = + 

sm9exnSQ, 

cos8exn5Q, 

£QSQ, 

Xn = 

£Q = 

" on nom 

de 

nom 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

For the sake of simplicity we will as
sume tha t the equilibrium position around 
which we are working belongs to the main 
set: (£e = 6»e = 0, Ce = 1 /A/X^) - In such 

a case the coefficients bij,i,j = 1,2,3 are 
given by 

B 
0, 

O 3 / 2 

0, 

Xe 
0 

- 3 x 
3/2 

Table 2: Different designs in Metis 

As we can see in equations (57-59) the 
control problem requires knowledge of the 
nominal values around which the probe is 
working and also of the derivatives xn , £n 
in these nominal values. 

N o m i n a l va lues 

The selection of the nominal values is 
an important mat ter in the design process. 



As example, Table 2 summarize two differ
ent design (1 and 2). The d e s i g n 1 provides 567.7 w, approximately the same useful power than the 
RTG's of the Galileo spacecraft; the second one (des ign 2) provides 4146.4 w a value clearly greater 
the power used in the Galileo S/C. In both cases the tether mass is below 100 kg. 

The nominal values fix the equilibrium point around which the tether will be operated. The d e s i g n 
1 (D 1) corresponde to a stable equilibrium position and the de s ign 2 (D 2) to an unstable one. The 
stability (or instability) tha t we are speaking about corresponds to an open loop strategy of control for 
which there is no feedback on the system. For the real system a closed loop control law will be needed, 
especially if the tether is working about an unstable equilibrium position, as in the de s ign 2 taken 
here as an example. Table 2 also shows the value of the non-dimensional tether current x associated 
with the electrodynamic drag. Note tha t to estimate the value of x we have to know the mass m of the 
space probe (see (6)). A precise estimation of this mass m is out of place in this moment; therefore, we 
had supposed m = 1000 kg to calculate x- This round number permits us to obtain a clear quantitative 
understanding of what happens. 

In order to face the control problem additional data are required, as shown before. In particular 
we need the sensitivity of the parameters x and e in front of the variation of the control parameter Q. 
After the selection of the nominal values this sensitivities can be calculated numerically. 
Figure 20 shows the functions x = x ( ^ ) f ° r both 
designs considered. The points remarked in the figure 
correspond to the nominal conditions. The tangent ° 

lines to these curves are also shown in the figure and ( 

they are given, in approximation, by o. 

x = 0.0404 • 

X = 0.2973 • 

0.15 • 

5.01 • 

10 

10 -3(Q 

105.01) 

23.377) 

D 1 

D 2 

As a consequence the derivatives will be 

Xn 

Xn 

-0.15 -10~ 3 

-5.01 • 10~ 3 

D 1 

D 2 

X 0-2 

A_ 

Design 1 
Design 2 

50 100 150 200 

fi 
Figure 20: x v s - ^ 

Similarly, figure 21 shows the functions e = e(f2) 
corresponding to both selected designs. Figure also 
shows the tangent lines on the nominal working con
ditions. Such lines are given in approximation, by 

£ = 0.155 -10~ 3 (n - 1 0 5 . 0 1 ) 

£ = 1 .904-10" 3 (n - 2 3 . 3 7 7 ) 

As a consequence the derivatives will be 

D 1 

D 2 

en -0.155- 10" 

en = +1.904- 10 - 3 

D 1 

D 2 

e o 

-0.02 

/ 

L-¥^ 
Design 1 
Design 2 

50 100 150 200 250 300 

fi 
Figure 21: e vs. £1 

A SIMPLE CONTROL STRATEGY 
The linearized dynamical system about the relative equilibrium can be stated as: 

SO SO 
+ 

3/2 

-2x 
3/2 0 

-3x1 3 ( 1 - x n 3 / 2 N 

r s$ i 
st 
so 

= 
0 

Xn 
€n 

Stt (60) 



We consider a feedback control law of the general form: 

X f i < ^ [ Ke Kc Kg ] 
St 

(61) 

where K = e n / x n and the K^, KQ, and Kg terms are gains tha t can be chosen freely. This leads to an 
augmentation of the potential matr ix in Eqn. 60, changing it to: 

3/2 _ Q Q 

3/2 
Xe 

-Ke 
3/2 s nKg 

(62) 
Xe' " - 3 

-Ke -2xt"-Kc 

- 3 X
2 - KK^ -KKC 3(1 - Xe 

In general this provides three free parameters with which we can a t tempt to stabilize the system. 
General assignment of values for these free gains will destroy some of the nice symmetry tha t exists 
in the original characteristic equation. In this initial investigation of whether this system can be 
stabilized, we will only search for stability in the astrodynamics sense, meaning tha t we will search 
for control gains tha t remove the hyperbolic instability of the equilibrium point and replace it with 
oscillatory stability. Once this level of stability is achieved, we are assured tha t the tether will not 
rapidly depart its equilibrium but will instead only oscillate about it. Then asymptotic control is only 
an issue of damping out these oscillations through a velocity feedback control or through a finite series 
of control maneuvers. 

General assignment of the gains results in a 6th order characteristic polynomial in A with non-zero 
coefficients of the A6, A4, A3, A2, A1, and A0 terms. To achieve our goal we must first null out the A3 

and A1 coefficients, whose terms are 
to the following restrictions: 

Ke = 0, 

The resulting characteristic polynomial is then: 

-2K% and — 2[Kg{2>x + KK^) — x^K^], respectively. This leads 

Kc = 
3x Kg 

A6 +b(x,n,Ke)\
4 + c(X,'i,Ke)\

2 +d(X,n,Ke) = 0 

b{x,n,Ke) 

c{x,n,Ke) 

d{x,n,Ke) 

4(1 - XilA) + [^--K)KO 
3x 

= 3 + 4X
6 ( i - x " " > + 

6x' 5 / 2 

Kg 

6x 3 / 2 (3-4 X
3 / 2 ) + 2x3 /2(x3 /2-3)« + ^ ( 4 X

3 / 2 - 3 ) Ke 

The discriminant of this equation is stated as [19]: 

A(X,K,K9) = b2c2 + 18bcd- •4c J 27dz - AbAd 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

If A > 0 then the polynomial has three distinct, real roots in A2. From the Descartes Rule of Signs, if 
the coefficients 6, c and d are all positive, then the roots all have negative real par ts . If both of these 
conditions are satisfied, then the roots all have the form A2 = —u>?, j = 1, 2, 3 and Xj = ±y?—lujj, and 
we have the oscillatory stability we are searching for. 

At this point it is simple to determine if there is an interval in Kg such tha t these conditions are 
all satisfied. In Fig. 22 (left picture) we show such an interval for the design D 2 with nominal system 
parameters of Xe = 0.29726 and K = —0.38. Figure 22 (right picture) shows a detail over the interval 
of Kg where the stability conditions are met, equal to 

Kg G [-0.135 : -0.091] (68) 

To translate this back into the numerical gains for the feedback in the parameter SQ, we note the 
additional parameter value x n ~ — 5 x 10~3 . Thus the feedback control law for the tether for this 
particular case has the form: 

SQ = K [2.35SC + 58}, 18.2 < K < 27.0 



Kg Kg 

Figure 22: Plot of stability condition parameters. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

From our analysis some conclusions can be drawn; we comment them briefly in what follows. 
1) Significant amounts of energy can be obtained by deorbiting any of the inner Jovian moonlets 

(Metis, Adrastea, Amalthea or Thebe). From a practical point of view Metis, the closet moonlet to 
Jupiter, is the preferable to be deorbited with a bare, self-balanced, electrodynaniic tether. 

2) The analysis shows that exist equilibrium positions where the tether could be operated appro
priately; some of them are stable and other unstable. At first sight, the operation of the probe in an 
stable equilibrium position would be preferable; however, the probe would be operated in an unstable 
equilibrium position if the corresponding control problem has a reliable solution. 

3) The appropriate parameter to establish a control strategy is a variable interposed load placed at 
the cathodic end of the tether. We offer a simple strategy that, using a feedback control law, stabilizes 
the system around an unstable equilibrium position. In that strategy the interposed load plays two 
simultaneous roles: i) it simulates the electrical resistance associated with the batteries of the S/C and 
ii) it controls the tether current acting as a potentiometer (in series with the batteries). 

4) For the same mass the bare tether is able to produce more energy than traditional RTG's, the 
devices used in all exploration missions to the outer planets to date. In fact, by increasing the tether 
mass it would be possible to obtain much more energy (one order of magnitud more). Thus, the bare 
tether would open new prospects unattainable with RTG's. 

5) The onboard energy provided by the bare tether is cheaper than the energy provided by RTG's. 
6) Regarding the electrodynaniic tether, the basic theory needed to attack the control problem has 

been developed in this paper and basic feasibility controlling the system has been established. In the 
future, the analysis will be completed with a more detailed development of the control strategy. 

There are many more points involved in a mission as the one proposed in these pages. For example, 
how to face the strong radiation environment in the neighborhood of Metis, or how to place the probe 
precisely in the equilibrium position where it should be operated. Some of these subjects will be studied 
in the near future. 
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